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These guitars were made anywhere from 1980 to 1983 or something like that. Your mileage may vary as they appear to have been made in Japan by a company called IK. The lacing on this one is not engraved. Badges include Apollo, Athad, Attar, Beatmaster, Brinson, Burny,
Cette, Commander, Cover, Cougar, Delwood, Decca, Diva, Duk, Durant, Emile, Evangeline, Heit, Hi Lo, Imperial, Jeph, Kessler, Lend, Lexington, Maus, Maverick, Mosrite, Olive, Overseer, Parker, Phoenix, Phoenix 4x4, Radar, Regal, Revival, Robert, Rupert, Saustro, Schecter,

Seymour, Sheraton, Silver Star, Ski, Spectrum, Spectrum Giant, Sterling, Stingray, Stinger, Street, Superstar, Tempest, Thunderbird, Tivoli, Tivoli II, Vintage, Vantage, Wonder, Westbury, Wesray, and XU. The most common Mexican and Brazilian FERNANDES guitars are labeled as
"Kessler" and "Cette" respectively. Few guitars were released with a Serial Number of 200. There are also more recent guitars with Serial Numbers of 2,000 and greater. The best way to date a guitar without resorting to a guess is by knowing the manufacturer and pick up a guitar
with the same specific factory markings and headstock type. The new sticker band usually includes a letter or code for the specific guitar's model number. The guitars are an exceptional value for the money. They sound better than most Japanese made guitars and are well built. If

you're on a budget look for a real deal used guitar. Even after they announced bankruptcy and were no longer producing new models, FERDANDES guitars could still be found on the market. You may still find a FERDANDES in the hands of a keen collector or player. By date, can
someone date a guitar, look for guitars with new headstocks. The vintage looks of these guitars are not unlike the FERDANDES guitars of the 1970s. A brand new FERNANDES headstock would be much more prominent than the one with only one or two identifiable holes.

Fernandes Guitars Serial Number Dating

According to guitar.com the guitar was originally a Guild. It has been re-finished in a dark blue and is listed as serial number AV 45-88 for a fret-by-fret build in the factory and serial number ST 52427 for a neck-by-neck build. You can also see the serial number AV 45-88 on the
fingerboard. The guitar now has the Fernandes label on the headstock. According to Guitar.com, this guitar was originally a Guild. It has been re-finished in a dark blue and is listed as serial number AV 45-88 for a fret-by-fret build in the factory and serial number ST 52427 for a

neck-by-neck build. You can also see the serial number AV 45-88 on the fingerboard. The guitar has Fernandes label on the headstock. According to guitar.com the guitar was originally a Guild. It has been re-finished in a dark blue and is listed as serial number AV 45-88 for a fret-
by-fret build in the factory and serial number ST 52427 for a neck-by-neck build. You can also see the serial number AV 45-88 on the fingerboard. The guitar now has the Fernandes label on the headstock. The few times I've seen a serial number on a Fernandes guitar it has clearly
been applied after the headstock was already complete, and has been done improperly - on the wrong part, or on a poorly aligned part. It can easily be done on older guitars as well, the problem is that a string being applied through that space where it doesn't belong is not always
obvious unless you're watching carefully. You also have to take into consideration that the number is usually a barcode - a random number that is entered into a computer to be deciphered (or at least that's what I understand). Therefore, it's not necessarily a 'true' serial number,

but some sort of code. 5ec8ef588b
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